
 Minutes• 
 

Joint Meeting 
 Senate Finance Committee 
 Senate Planning Committee 
 October 6, 1988 
 
 
Present: Warren Ibele (chair, SFC), David Biesboer (chair, SPC), John Clark, David Dittman, 

Arthur Erdman, Eric Huang, Gerald Klement, John Kralewski, Karen Seashore Louis, 
Cleon Melsa, Walter Weyhmann 

 
Guests: Mary Bilek, Mark Brenner, Shirley Clark, Ed Foster, Gregory Fox, Bob Kvavik, Nick 

LaFontaine, Geoff Maruyama, Irwin Rubenstein 
 
 
Professor Ibele opened the meeting by asking members of both committees introduce themselves.  The 
minutes were from the September 22 meeting were then approved. 
 
Capital Request 
Guest:  Vice President Shirley Clark 
 
Vice President Clark distributed the latest version of the ordering of Capital Request items.  Committee 
members observed that this list has seen many gyrations.  There was some concern that while these 
changes result from consideration of all-University concerns, they should be made with due recognition 
of collegiate requests.  Otherwise it is tempting for colleges to make "end arounds" to the Legislature.  
These frequent changes represent, it was explained, internal proposals and counter-proposals from 
Academic Affairs and the Executive Committee.  This list, as well as the O & M budget list, will be 
presented to the Regents at their October meeting and any revisions of it will be made by the Regents.  
 
It was observed that in addition to ranking changes there are also dollar amount changes on this list.  
These modifications were explained as due to inflation considerations, re-thinking of specific facilities, 
and a refinement of the cost estimates. 
 
Several items were noted by Committee members.  First, it was established that all health and safety items 
are now included in item #1 on the list.  Another change from previous rankings is that #6 on the list used 
to be Wilson Library renovation but is now Walter Library renovation.  Dr. Kvavik explained that this is 
part of a comprehensive plant to keep libraries operating through the year 2030 which includes making 
Walter Library a Science and Engineering library.  
 
In response to a question about the past levels of Capital allocations, Mr. Berg said that the University has 
received appropriations as high as 70 to 80 million dollars. Vice President Foster observed that this 
amount would take us through approximately the first ten items. 
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O & M Request 
Guest:  Assistant to the President David Berg 
 
To explain some changes in this schedule that have been made since its first iterations, Mr. Berg said that 
there has been some scaling back of first-year requests, though this does not affect the base.  The reason 
for this is that the legislature will not adjourn until the third week in May and it is unlikely that much of 
the allotment can be used by July 1. 
 
This request, if fully granted, would affect a 13% increase in tuition the first year (17% with inflation) 
and a 5% increase the second year (8% or 10% with inflation.) 
 
One thing that will alleviate the tuition situation is the transfer of some Veterinary College costs from the 
instructional budget to a non-instructional budget; this will remove over a million dollars from the 
instructional budget annually. 
 
Mr. Berg also mentioned that there has been discussion about forming a coalition to amend statute 
requiring students to pay 33% of instructional costs.  This amendment cannot be made in an 
appropriation, but rather in a bill.  Now is the time to lobby for such a bill.  The pressure for tuition 
increases could be eased considerably with the decrease of a few points from the instructional costs that 
students pay. 
 
Mr. Berg then distributed a report from MPIS entitled "Some Basic Information About University of 
Minnesota Tuition Levels."   The report includes background information and several explanatory graphs. 
One graph showed a comparison of tuition costs of U of M with other public Big 10 schools.  The 
University of Minnesota is now number 4 among the Big Ten schools for tuition; behind Michigan, 
Michigan State, and Illinois.  This calculation was made using the upper division liberal arts rate as an 
average.  Another graph showed the relation between tuition and available student financial aid.  Mr. Berg 
commented that the state of Minnesota has a generous student aid program.  Another graph presented U 
of M tuition and fees as a percentage of Minnesota per capita income.  Currently tuition and fees has 
returned to a percentage that was true in the early 70's (1970-72). 
 
One Committee member observed that the University needs to come back to a "steady state" mode.  It is 
still vibrating from the impact of events last Spring.  He suggested that the student support items included 
in the Legislative Request be tallied in order to respond to student concern regarding increased tuition 
costs.  If students see what they are getting for their dollar, they may be more supportive of the legislative 
request which would enhance the University's potential for success at the Legislature.  The observation 
was made that low tuition is not necessarily an educational bargain since in education, as in other areas of 
life, people get what they pay for. 
 
Professor Brenner suggested that it would be helpful to document educational costs over time. The 
Consumer Price Index is not necessarily a good indication of inflation when it comes to estimating 
educational costs since many elements of educational costs, e.g. library acquisitions, equipment and 
instrumentation, chemical supplies, and computer services, exceed the CPI.  Mr. Berg responded that the 
cost of higher education does indeed rise much faster than the CPI. 
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A student Committee member said that while students are interested in additional educational benefits and 
are willing to pay for them they are also interested in the affordability of educational opportunities to all 
students.  He added that for a students the tuition and fees represent a much larger percentage of their 
income than the CPI. 
 
Questions were asked regarding both the selling of the legislative request to the Legislature and the 
correlation between the O&M request and Academic Priorities.  It was noted that the first question should 
be addressed by Vice President Heydinger who was not present at the meeting.  Mr. Berg responded to 
the second question by saying that during the development of the request President Sauer asked as each 
item was presented whether it reflected Academic Priorities.  Only if he was convinced that it did was it 
included in this list.  Mr. Berg added that societal demands notwithstanding, as well as administrative 
items that are not included in Academic Priorities (the Support Services item in Duluth, for example), the 
list reflects very well the Academic Priorities. 
 
Vice President Foster added by way of a quick calculation that probably 82 out of the 132 million dollar 
O&M budget is directly correlated with Academic Priorities. 
 
The question was also asked that since reserves will presumably be at "0", and considering that there has 
been so much soft funding in the past, will this funding keep the University operating at the same level? 
 
Vice President Clark responded that this question has not been addressed as of yet but since it is a good 
suggestion it will be done soon.  The information on which this study would be based is available. 
 
Civil Service Salaries 
 
The Civil Service salary increase is currently listed as 1% in the O&M budget.  This is a "placeholder" 
item.  Mr. Berg was not able to comment on the specifics of the memo regarding civil service salaries but 
will need to know soon what to put in there. 
 
Coupling of Planning and Implementation 
Guest:  Vice President Ed Foster 
 
Vice President Foster distributed photocopies of the overheads presented in the report to the Blue Ribbon 
Commission by Coopers and Lybrand.  He noted that no University has ever made as huge an 
organizational change as is recommended in this report.  Dr. Foster went over the recommendations made 
to facilitate trust and cooperation between central administration and the Board of Regents.  The cost of 
implementing the financial recommendations would be 12 to 18 million dollars over a three to five year 
period. 
 
Another item that Vice President Foster distributed was a copy of a memo to Twin Cities Campus Deans 
from Vice President Clark regarding planning for the 1988-89 academic year.  One Committee member 
commented that this memo alleviates his earlier concerns about the next planning cycle.  The restraint on 
contingency planning at this time represents a major departure from the original plan which envisioned 
alternative budgetary circumstances.  There was some concern expressed that this would not take us far 
enough in planning, but the Committee did not object to distributing this memo as presented to the Deans. 
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1988-89 agenda items for SFC 
 
The Committee went through the items listed on the memo to Professor Ibele from Professor Weyhmann 
regarding potential agenda items for SFC.  Each item was discussed; it was discovered that some matters 
were already resolved and some new items were added. 
 
    -- Kelly Craigmile 
 
University of Minnesota 


